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CAHIERS DE TOPOLOGIE ET 
GEOMETRIE DIFFERENTIELLE CATEGORIQUES

Vol. L-4 (2009)

CLOSEDNESS PROPERTIES OF INTERNAL RELATIONS 
VL APPROXIMATE OPERATIONS

by Zurab JANELIDZE 

Dedicated to Francis Borceux on the occasion of his 60th birthday

Abstract

La méthode de traduction permettant de passer des «term con
ditions» au sens de l’algèbre universelle à des conditions purement 
catégoriques, qui a été présentée dans le premier article de cette série, 
est revisitée ici dans une nouvelle perspective, qui est basée sur l’idée 
de considérer les opérations approchées, introduite par D. Boum et par 
l’auteur du présent article. Dans un certain sens, ces opérations ap
prochées apparaissent comme des contreparties catégoriques des ter
mes d’une théorie algébrique d’une variété.

The method of translating universal-algebraic term conditions into 
purely categorical conditions, which was presented in the first paper 
from this series, is now revisited with a new insight that is based on 
the idea of considering so called approximate operations, which is due 
to D. Bourn and the present author. In some sense, these approximate 
operations arise as categorical counterparts of terms of an algebraic 
theory of a variety.

In tro d u ctio n

In [9] we saw that classes of categories, such as Mal’tsev, unital, strongly 
unital and subtractive categories, all can be obtained from the correspond
ing classes of varieties of universal algebras, using the same general method 
of extending classes of varieties, that are defined by suitable term conditions

Partially supported by Claude Leon Foundation, INTAS (06-1000017-8609) and Geor
gian National Science Foundation (GNSF/ST06/3-004).
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Z. JANELIDZE - CLOSEDNESS PROPERTIES OF INTERNAL RELATIONS

(i.e. a special kind of conditions on the terms of the algebraic theory of a vari
ety), to classes of categories. These classes of categories are then defined by 
so called closedness properties of internal relations. The aim of the present 
paper is to show that in fact, the categorical setting also admits the presence 
of a special kind of “terms” — so called approximate operations. This idea 
was first put forward in [3], where only the special case of Mal’tsev cate
gories was treated (but it was pointed out in [3] that the theory transfers to 
the general case). Then in [4] (see also [5]) the case of subtractive categories 
was considered in detail (where approximate subtractions were used in the 
construction of the abelianization functor for regular subtractive categories 
with binary coproducts). In this paper we present the general theory (see 
the Introduction in [3] for a summary of this theory in the case of Mal’tsev 
categories).

1 C a te g o r ie s  w ith  M - c lo s e d  r e la t io n s

In this section we recall the necessary material from [9] (omitting the proofs). 

Preliminaries

By AlgTh we denote the category of (one-sorted and finitary) algebraic the
ories (see [12]). Let T  be an object in this category and let £  be an algebraic 
theory obtained from T  by adding to it an m-ary operator p and the axioms

1 1 ) ••• > 1̂ J

< : (1)

where tij and m, are certain terms in T, having the same fixed arity k. Then 
we have a canonical morphism e : T  —► £  of theories.

Throughout the paper we assume n ^  1, m ^  0 and k ^  0.
The system of equations (1) gives rise to the extended matrix

f tu ••• tim Ml ^
M = : : :

y fnl fjim I M n  J
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which uniquely determines it. A special instance of this process is when in 
Linear Algebra we associate an extended matrix to a system of linear equa
tions (see [9]). Similarly, the role of M in our much more general setting, 
is to determine if (1) is solvable in T, i.e. whether the morphism T  —► £  
is a split monomorphism (which means that *T contains an m-ary term p 
such that the equations in (1) are theorems in T). More generally, we are 
interested in the existence of a factorization

£ --------------

?

for a given theory morphism CT —> Note that once a theory morphism 
T  —► is given, (1) becomes a system of term equations in 9C, and when the 
above factorization exists we can say that (1) is solvable in 9C- In particular, 
we study this problem in the case when *T —► is a central morphism [13], 
i.e. every /c-ary term q from T  commutes with every I-ary term r in % (where 
k and I are arbitrary natural numbers) in the sense that the identity

q(r(xu,...,xu),:.,r(xkh...,xki)) = r(q(xn,-,xki),...,q(xu,-,xki))

is a theorem in 0(_. Then, it turns out that M gives rise to a condition on the 
category Alg^ of ^-algebras, which is equivalent to solvability of (1) in JQ 
(see Theorem 1.2 below). To formulate this categorical condition, it is more 
convenient to work with the transpose of M, which we denote by the same 
letter

( in ••• tni ^

M =  : :
t\m ' * * tnm 

\  • • • Un )

Internal M-closed relations

By an internal T -algebra A in a category C we mean an object A in C 
equipped with an ordinary internal T-algebra structure on y (A) in the cat
egory Setc°P, where Y denotes the Yoneda embedding Y : C —> Setc°P. We 
use standard notation: For each fc-ary term v in T, we write v4 to denote
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corresponding k-ary operation v4 : Y(A)k —► Y (A) of Y (A). We usually omit 
subscripts when we write the components v% : hom(X,A)* —► hom(X,A) of 
the natural transformation -\A. Sometimes we even omit the superscript and 
simply write v instead of v4.

Let r= (r i.R  -> „} and s =  (s,-: S A!)!-€{1j . be two spans
in C. We say that the span s factors through the span r, if there exists a 
morphism /  :S —> R such that r ,/  = s,- for each i G {1,

By an internal n-ary relation r in C we mean a span

r =  (rJ-:rt-*A /)/€{1,...,„}

whose projections r\, ...,rn are jointly monomorphic.
Suppose A is an internal T-algebra in C. We say that an internal n-ary 

relation r =  (r,-: /? —> A),e{! in C is M-closed when for any object X 
in C and for any morphisms jci , ...,xk : X —> A, if for each j  G {1, ...,m} the 
span (///(jci,...,**) : X —► A),-^^ factors through the relation r, then so 
does the span (w,•(*!,...,**): X ^ A ) (€{i The latter property of jq ,..., 
can be expressed in short by saying that r is compatible with the following 
matrix:

/  tn (xi,...,xk) tni(xi,...,xk) \

i ”')Xk) ••• tnm(x\ , ...,Xk)
\  u\(xi,...,xk) u„(xl,...,Xk)

Thus in general, given an extended matrix

 ̂ fn  ••• fnl  ̂

f\m ' ' '  fnm
81 ••• Sn )

whose each i-th column consists of morphisms X —► Q in C, where X is a 
fixed object in C, we say that a relation r =  (r,-: R —► C,),e{i is compat
ible with this matrix if whenever the top rows in the above matrix, regarded 
as spans, factor through r, so does the bottom row.

Now consider a relation r = (r,-: /? —> A,)i€{j between possibly dif
ferent internal T-algebras A\, ...,An in C. We say that r is strictly M-closed 
if for any object X in C and for any family of morphisms

(Xa* . X > ̂ ■i)iG{l,...,n},i/G{l,...,fc}î 
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the relation r is compatible with respect to the following matrix:

 ̂ ¿11 (-*11 > tni(xn\, ...,Xnk)  ̂

¿lm(*ll i *'* tnm{Xn\T--->Xnk)
y Ml (jfji ? ••• Un(Xfii,..., Xni() J

The categorical condition determined by M

By a T -enrichment of a category C we mean a left inverse of the forgetful 
functor

Alg<j-C —► C,

where Alg -̂ denotes the category of internal T-algebras in C (see [7], [9]). 
Thus, a T-enrichment equips each object C in C with an internal T-algebra 
structure in C, in such a way that every morphism /  : C —> D becomes an 
internal homomorphism of internal T-algebras. A T -enriched category is 
a category C given with a fixed T-enrichment. A T-enrichment can be 
also equivalently defined as a natural T-algebra structure on the functor 
home, i-e- an internal T-algebra structure on home in the functor category 
Setc°P><c. When we talk about a T-enriched category C, we will automat
ically regard the functor home as the corresponding internal T-algebra in 
SetC0PxC.

An internal n-ary relation r =  ( r ,: R —> C)l£{ i n  a T-enriched cat
egory C is said to be M-closed if r is M -closed when C is regarded as an 
internal T-algebra in C whose T-algebra structure is the one that is associ
ated with C by the T-enrichment (a similar convention also applies to “strict 
Af-closedness”).

Theorem 1.1 ([9]) Let C be a finitely complete T -enriched category. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent to each other:

(a) Every internal relation R -^C n in C is M-closed.

(b) Every internal relation R —► C\ x ... xC n inC is strictly M-closed.

We say that a (finitely complete) T-enriched category C has M-closed 
relations if it satisfies the equivalent conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem 1.1. 
Suppose C = Alg^. Then T-enrichments of C are in one-to-one correspon
dence with central morphisms T  —> 9C (see [7]).
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Theorem 1.2 ([9]) Let T be a central morphism of theories. Then the 
T -enriched category Alg^ has M-closed relations if and only if the system 
of equations (1) corresponding to M is solvable in

By T -Catj  ̂we denote the class of all finitely complete T-enriched cat
egories C that have M-closed relations. In [9] it was shown that the class of 
Mal’tsev categories, as well as several other closely related classes of cate
gories (see Table 1), are of the form T-Cat^ for suitable T ’s and M’s.

It turns out that under certain restrictions on T  and M the classes T -Catj£ 
themselves can be characterized via a generalized form of “solvability” of
(1). This was first shown in the case of the class of Mal’tsev categories in
[3], where it was also observed that the same could be done more generally 
for the classes of the form T -Catj£. The purpose of this paper is to outline 
this more general unified theory.

Observation 1.3 Below we describe two procedures of producing from M 
another extended matrix M' of terms in T. It is easy to see that in both cases 
we have T -Catj  ̂Ç T-Catj£,.

“Change of variables”: Let k! be a natural number and suppose the 
entries in

f Ax ••• t'nX '

M> = ) ) t • • • tl\m____ lnm
u[ ■■■ u'n

are kf-ary terms. Suppose further there exist maps fx ,—,fn ' {1, • - -, A;} —» 
{1, such that for every i e {l,...,n} the equations

til ’ •••■>xk') tn ixfi( 1)> "">xfi(k))i

hmixX > •••■>xkl) = tim(xfj(l)i •■■ixfi(k))i 
îi.xX > •••ixk!>) ■̂iixfi{X)i-,,ixfi{k))i

are theorems in T. Then we say that M' is obtained from M by change of 
variables.
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Table 1: Examples of classes of categories determined by matrices 

<T= M =  CeCT-Cat^iffCisa

( X y \
Thfseis] ^ ^ Mal’tsev category [6]

\  x x /

(  x y \
0 y

Th \pointed sets] ^ '  Strongly unital category [2]

\  x x J

( X ° \Th\pointed sets] I 0 x I Unital category [2]
\  x x )

( x x \
0 x I Subtractive category [8]

I T o J
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“Change of columns”: Let n' be a natural number n' ^  1 and suppose

 ̂ Ax *n'l ^

M '= j } .
C  ••• t'n'm
U\ Un' /

Suppose further there exists a map f  : {l,...,«'} —► {1, such that for 
every i G {1, . we have:

t'n =  */(/),!»

hm =
u'i = «/(/)■•

77ien we say i/iai Af' is obtained from M by change of columns.

2  A p p r o x im a t e  o p e r a t io n s

Approximate solutions o f the system of term equations cor

responding to M

For an extended term matrix M, we use the same letter M to refer to the 
system of term equations corresponding to this matrix. Let A be an internal 
T-algebra in a category C with finite products. An approximate solution 
in A, of a system of term equations M, is a morphism p : Am —► B in C 
(an “approximate operation”) such that there exists a morphism d : A —> B 
making the diagram

Am — B

(tu,... Jim) d

Ak ------►  AUi

commute for each i e { 1 , The morphism d is called an approximation 
of the approximate solution p. The morphism p in the initial object in the 
category of all diagrams

AmJL*B +4— A
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with A fixed, will be called the initial approximate solution of M  in A, and the 
morphism d in the same diagram will be called a canonical approximation 
of p. When C has finite colimits, the initial approximate solution of M  in A, 
together with its canonical approximation d, can be obtained via the pushout

Am --------------- - 5

¿11 t\m

tnl ’' ’ tfiffi

Am --------------- - 5

( ¿11 t\m \

!

tni tfiffi j  (2)

M iA i)_ p r A

v “" /

By a solution o f M in A we mean an approximate solution of M  in A which 
has an approximation that is an identity morphism. Solutions of M  in A are in 
one-to-one correspondence with left inverses of the canonical approximation 
d of the initial approximate solution of M  in A (when the latter exists), and 
so, M  is solvable in A if and only if d is a split monomorphism. This leads 
us to the following

Lemma 2.1 For an internal T -algebra A in Set, whose underlying set is 
non-empty, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) M is solvable in A.

(b) The canonical approximation o f the initial approximate solution o fM  
in A is an injective map.

(c) For all i,i' € {l,...,n} and a i, ...,a*,&i, E A w e have

[Vje{i,...,m}tij(ah->ak) =  ti'j(bi,...,bk)\

= »  Ui(ai,...,ak) =  Ui'(bi,...,bk).

I f  A is empty then (b) and (c) are always satisfied (so in this case we still 
have (b)<=>(c)), and (a) is satisfied if  and only ifm  ^  0.
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Proof We already know (a)<^(b).
(b)=Kc): Let p be the initial approximate solution of M in A and let d be 

its canonical approximation. Suppose

V/€{l,...,m} ff/fal>—>«*) =ti'j(bl,...,bk).

Then
d(ui(a\ , ...,iz^)) = p(tn (a\ , , ...,¿1̂ )) =

= P (tn {b i,-,bk),...,ti>m(bi,...,bk)) = d(ui'(bu ...,bk)).

Since d is injective, M,(ai,...,a^) = U((b\,...,bk).
(c)=Ka): The condition (c) insures that the following map is well-defined:

p :A " - .A , p(au ...,am) = {  U‘(b' .....bk) ................ ...F , I, , mj I  ai otherwise.

From the definition of p it is clear that p is a solution of M in A.
The last statement of the Lemma is essentially obvious. □

Uniqueness o f the approximation

Proposition 2.2 For any T and M, the following conditions are equivalent:

(a) Each approximate solution of M has exactly one approximation.

(b) There exists o € {l,...,n} and there exist unary terms in T  
such that u0{vi (x),..., v*(jc)) = x is a theorem in T.

Moreover, when (b) is satisfied, for any approximation d of an approximate 
solution p of M (in an internal T -algebra A in a category C), we have

where o,v\ , ..., v* are the same as in (b).

Proof. (a)=r-(b): Let A be the free T-algebra in Set over a one-element set 
{*}. Consider the pushout (2). If x is the only element of A, then this means 
that for any unary term w in T  we have w(jc) = jc, and so (b) is trivially 
satisfied. Suppose A has at least two elements. The condition (b) states
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nothing other than that x belongs to the image of the bottom horizontal map 
in (2). If this is not satisfied, then B must also have at least two elements. 
But this allows to define another approximation d' of p,

M«) ¡f«#*,
v ’ y b if a =  x,

where b is any element of B such that b /  d(x).
(b)=Ka) is a consequence of the last part of the proposition, which is 

easy to prove: take o , v a s  in (b); then \a =  Mq o (v^,...,v^), which 
gives = do w$o(v?,...,v£) = po(/£1,...,/£„)o(vf,...,vJ). □

Condition 2.2(b) is satisfied for each of the cases displayed in Table 1 
(in fact, in each case we can take o = 1 and all v’s to be the identity term 
v(jc) =  Jt).

When the equivalent conditions of Proposition 2.2 are satisfied, p is an 
approximate solution of M in an internal T-algebra A if and only if for each
i e {1, ...,n} we have

= P ° ( ii n - . d . ) ° ( vi > - . vi ) o “?

i.e. p coequalizes the morphisms

( tn  i • • • Jim )

Ak ~- ....- -........>Am

where o,vi , ..., v* are the same as in 2.2(c). In particular, this allows to con
struct the initial approximate solution of M in A as a joint coequalizer of 
pairs of morphisms of the above form (see e.g. Table 2).

3 The characterization theorems 

The first characterization theorem

Let C be a T-enriched category. Consider the following condition on a 
natural transformation d : home A  where n' is any natural number n' ^  1:
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Table 2: Coequalizer constructions of some initial approximate solutions 

cr=  M —

x y \
V V (7t|,K2,TC2)̂

Th[seto] A2 -(rci.rci.rcpf A3 ----------  ̂B
 ̂ - ■■■ (lt2,7C2,7tl)

\  X X /

x y\
_ 0 v (itiAO)  ̂ p 
Th [pointed seta] „ A2 ... A3---------- *" 5

U * (It2,lt2,rtl)
\  x x J

( x 0 \  (1/1,0)
0 x I A ZA2 ----- -— *~B

7 7 /  (O’1*) 

i l  x \  ( 'M  . ,
Th [pointed sets] I 0 x I A > A2---------- ^ B

\ T ~ ô )  (°-°)
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(C„>) Let r = (n : R -»• and 5 =  (s ,: S -»• Ai)j€{l r .y} be arbi
trary internal n'-ary relation and span, respectively, between arbitrary 
objects A \, An> in C. If there exists an element jc G D(S,R) such that

D(ls,ri)(x)= d(SA)(Si) for every i € {1, 

then there exists a morphism y : S R such that

r{y = Si for every i G {1, ...,n'}.

This condition turns out to be closely related to the following condition, 
which is determined by M and a natural number n' ^  1:

( D A n y  internal relation r = (r, : R —> Ai)ie^ ) in C is strictly M'- 
closed, where M' is any extended matrix (of terms in T) with n' columns, 
obtained from M by change of columns and variables.

It is easy to see that if (C„/) is satisfied, then (Cnn) is satisfied for any 
n" G {1, ...,n'}. A similar fact is also true for the condition (D^i).

Theorem 3.1 Let C be a ‘T-enriched category. For any natural number 
n' ^  2 the following conditions are equivalent to each other:

(a) the canonical approximation d of the initial approximate solution p of 
M in home satisfies (C„/);

(b) there exists an approximate solution p of M in home which has an 
approximation d satisfying (C„/);

(c) C satisfies (D f̂).

Moreover, if the above conditions are satisfied, then din (a) necessarily has 
injective components.

Proof. (a)=Kb) is obvious. (b)=>(a) follows from the fact that if the con
dition (C„/) is satisfied for a composite cd then it is also satisfied for d.

(b)=Kc): Suppose (b) is satisfied. Let X be an object and

r = (r i :R ^ A i) ie{l^ nl}
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an internal n'-ary relation in C. We must show that r is compatible with the 
matrix

 ̂ ^/(l)l Ĉ H i t {̂n')\iXn'\i •••iXn'k) ^

/̂(l)m(-̂ l 11 ‘‘‘ f/~(n/)w(-̂ n,l i •••iXn!k)
V ^/(l) (^l 1»■■■’■̂ 1̂ ) ’’ ^f{n') (xn'l) •••> Xnik) J

for any map /  : {l,...,n'} —► { 1 , where each Xij is an arbitrary mor
phism

Xij . X ► Ai.

Suppose each upper y-th row, regarded as a span, factors through the relation 
r via a morphism Zj'.X —»R. Consider the element x = P(x ,r){zl> £ 
D(X,R). For each i 6 {1, ...,n'} we have

D{ lx , n) (x) =D{ lX, n) (P(X,R) (zi,...,zm))

= P(X^i){riZl) •••> nZm) — P(XAi) 1 Ĉ /l5 X\k), ,...,Xjfc))

= d(x^i) (uf(i) (*/1 >—>■*/*))•

Now, applying (C„/) we get that the last row of the above matrix also factors 
through r.

Before proving (c)=Ka) first we prove that (c) implies that the d in (a) has 
injective components. Let X and Y be any two objects in C. Let p be the ini
tial approximate solution of M in homc(X, K) with canonical approximation 
d. According to Lemma 2.1, to show that d is an injective map, it suffices 
to show that the condition 2.1(c) is satisfied for A =  hom<c(X, F), which 
is the same as to show that for all i,i' e {l,...,n} and a\,...,ak,b\,...,bk 6 
home (X, Y) the relation

Kj 2 _ j . _ Ü . F

is compatible with the matrix

 ̂ W;(#l, U[t{b\ , y
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But this is indeed so when (c) is satisfied, since the above matrix can be ob
tained from M by change of columns and variables, and because the number 
of columns is less than or equal to n' (this is where we use the assumption

(c)=Ka): Suppose (c) is satisfied. Let

r= (ri:R -+ A i)ie{l^ nl} and 5 = (s;: S -*•

be an arbitrary internal n'-ary relation and a span, respectively, between ar
bitrary objects A \ , ...,Ani in C. Suppose there exists an element jc G D(S,R) 
such that

D(ls,ri)(x) = d(SAi)(sl) for every i e {1,.

The maps P(s,r)^(s,r) are jointly surjective (since P(s,r) is an initial approx
imate solution of M in home (■S',/?) with as its canonical approxima
tion). This means that jc falls either in the image of d^R), or of P(s,r)- 1° the 
first case we get jc = d($,R)(y) f°r a morphism y :S —> R, and then naturality 
of d yields that

for every i E {1,..., n' }, which implies rjy = s, for every i G {1,..., n! } (since 
each d(s^) is an injective map). Suppose now jc falls in the image of P(s,r), 
i.e. there exist morphisms zi,...,zm\S —>RinC such that jc = P(s,r) (21> ■■■,Zm)- 
Then, for each i G {1, we have

d(SA,)(riy) = d(SA)(si)

d{SAt){?i)=D{\s,ri)(x)

= D (ls,n) (p(SfR) {zi,...,zm)) = P(sAi) (nzi,..., nzm).

Since in the pushout

hom(5,A,)m------^ ---- ^D(S,A¡)

( Ml •• Ilm \
: : d(s¿¡) 

tnl tnm J

n(hom(S,Ai)k) ----------—^hom(5,A¡)
¡U1 \

\  Un J
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d̂ sAi) is an injective map, the equality

d(s4i)(si) = P(SA){nzi>-,nzm) 

implies the existence of an element

ei G n(hom(S,A,)*)

such that

( «1 \  /  1̂1 t\m \
: ](c /)= ii and : : ) (ef) = (rfzi, ...,r,zm).

un / \ ¡n\ ' ’' tnm /

Thus we obtain that for each i e {l,...,n'} there exists i* e {l,...,n} and 
fn ,-,fik '-S -> A i such that

•••ifik) = si

and
tr j( fiu -,fik )  =  nzj for every ;  e {l,...,m}.

Now, consider the extended matrix

 ̂ ¿1*1 C/l 1) •••if\k) tn'*\{.fn'\■>•••■> fti'k) ^

¿l*m(./ll; •••■>f\k) •••ifn'k)
\  •••iflk) Un'*(fn!\i •••ifn'k) /

The top rows of this matrix, considered as spans between Ai, ...,A„, factor 
through the relation r (each y'-th row factors through r via Zj). This matrix 
is obtained from M by change of columns and change of variables. Hence,
(c) implies that the relation r is compatible with the above matrix, and so 
its bottom row also factors through r, i.e. there exists a morphism y : S —> R 
such that r(y — Si for every i £ { 1 , □

Remark 3.2 In the case when n' = 2 and M is the matrix from Table 1, which 
corresponds to the notion of a Mal’tsev category, Theorem 3.1 becomes The
orem 3.2 of [3],
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Remark 3.3 Suppose n' — 1. Then, in Theorem 3.1, we still have (a)=>(b)=>(c), 
which is evident from the proof of Theorem 3.1. The question whether we 
also have (c)=>(a) or not remains open. However, if either T  = Thfseta] or 
T  = Th\pointed sets], then it is easy to show that we do have (c)=>(a) (but 
then din (a) does not necessarily have injective components).

Recall that n denotes the number of columns of M. Remark 3.3, Theo
rem 3.1 and Observation 1.3 together imply:

Theorem 3.4 For a finitely complete T -enriched category C the following 
conditions are equivalent:

(a) the canonical approximation d of the initial approximate solution p of 
M in home satisfies (C„);

(b) there exists an approximate solution p of M in home which has an 
approximation d satisfying (C„);

(c) C has M-closed relations.

Moreover, if the above conditions are satisfied then 3.1(a) and 3.1(b) are 
satisfied for any natural number n' ^  1.

The second characterization theorem

Let C be a T-enriched category with finite coproducts. Then every object X 
in C has an internal T-coalgebra structure; for each k-ary term t in T  the co
operation t x : X —*■ kX of X is given by tx = i ( i i ,—,i*)» where denote 
the coproduct injections X —> kX. Further, this way the T-enrichment of C 
gives rise to an internal T-coalgebra structure on lc in the functor category 
Cc .

Theorem 3.5 A finitely complete *T-enriched category C with finite coprod
ucts has M-closed relations if and only if for every object X in C, every n-ary 
internal relation r : R —> (kX)n in C is compatible with

(  (in)x ••• (tn\)x \

Mx — *
{t\m)x ‘ ‘ * (tnm)x
(«i)x ••• (un)x
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Proof. The “only i f ’ part is obvious. The proof of the “i f ’ part relies on 
the observation that for any morphisms / i ,  ...,/* : X —> C, composing each 
entry of M\ with the morphism

( f i \
: :k X ^ C

\  fk )

yields the matrix

f ••• tn\{f\,...Jk) ^

tlmjfh ■■■ifk) "• tnmjfh •••ifk)
\  Ml (/l, •••,/*) Un(f\,...,fk) /

It is a simple observation that each row of this matrix factors through r : /? —► 
Cn if and only if the corresponding row of Mx factors through the pullback 
of r along the morphism

( f i \ n
: : (kX)n -> Cn.

K & )

So every n-ary relation on C is M-closed when every n-ary relation on kX is 
compatible with A/*. □

If C is a regular category [1], then for each object X in C the following 
conditions are equivalent to each other:

• every relation r : R —> (kX)n in C is compatible with Mx\

• there exists an approximate co-solution p:W  —> mX of M in X whose 
approximation d : W —»■ X is a regular epimorphism;

• the approximation of the terminal approximate co-solution of M in X 
is a regular epimorphism.
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The equivalence of these three conditions follows from the fact that in a 
regular category, for a pair of morphisms

Y

8

x ^ c

the following conditions are equivalent to each other:

• /  factors through every monomorphism through which g factors;

• the above diagram can be filled up to a commutative square

W ----*Y

8\  u8
x ~ r c

/

where g' is a regular epimorphism;

• the pullback of g along /  is a regular epimorphism (that is to say, we 
can take the above square to be a pullback).

So from Theorem 3.5 we deduce:

Theorem 3.6 For a regular -enriched category C with finite coproducts, 
the following conditions are equivalent to each other:

(a) C has M-closed relations.

(b) For every object X in C there exists an approximate co-solution of M 
in X having an approximation that is a regular epimorphism.

(c) For every object X in C the canonical approximation of the terminal 
approximate co-solution ofM in X is a regular epimorphism.

Remark 3.7 There is a close connection between the condition on the ap
proximation considered in Theorem 3.1 and the condition on the approxima
tion considered in Theorem 3.6 — see [3].
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Remark 3.8 Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 were obtained in the special cases of 
Mal’tsev and subtractive categories in [3] and [4], respectively. As it was 
emphasized in [4] and in [5] (see also [11]), Theorem 3.6 provides a con
venient tool for working in a category C with M-closed relations, since the 
behavior of approximate co-solutions of M mimic up to a great degree the 
behavior of term solutions of M in varieties with M-closed relations; in par
ticular, this allows in many cases to translate a universal-algebraic argu
ment involving terms into a purely categorical argument — thus giving a 
straightforward method of lifting certain results from Universal Algebra to 
Category Theory (see e.g. [4] and [11 ]).

4  F in a l  r e m a r k s

A natural next step is to try to extend the results of this paper to the case of 
the more general type of matrices considered in [10] (which allow to replace 
the system of term equations (1) in Theorem 1.2 with a more general kind 
of system of term equations). However, before that one should first proba
bly try to understand Theorem 3.4 better, which perhaps leads to trying to 
obtain an analogous result where in 3.4(a) and in 3.4(b), the natural transfor
mation d : home A  instead of being an approximation of an approximate 
solution of M in home, would have the following stronger property: D is 
equipped with an internal T-algebra structure where M is solvable, and d 
is a homomorphism of internal T-algebras. For instance, it is easy to show 
that a finitely complete pointed category C is unital if and only if there is 
an internal magma D in Setc°P><c and a homomorphism d : home —* D of 
internal pointed sets, which satisfies (C2) (and specifically, we can take D to 
be the free internal magma over home, with unit the base point of home). 
By the way, the same result remains to be true when we replace “magma” 
with “monoid” or “commutative monoid”.
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